Abstract. For a graph G and a fixed integer k ≥ 3, let ν k (G) denote the maximum number of pairwise edge-disjoint copies of K k in G . For a constant c, let η(k, c) be the infimum over all constants γ such that any graph G of order n and minimum degree at least cn has ν k (G) ≥ γn 2 (1 − on(1) ).
1. Introduction. All graphs considered here are finite and simple undirected graphs. For standard graph-theoretic terminology the reader is referred to [1] .
The problem of computing a maximum set of pairwise edge-disjoint subgraphs of a graph G that are isomorphic to a given fixed graph H is a fundamental problem in extremal graph theory and in design theory. Perhaps the most studied case is when H is the complete graph H = K k , dating back to a classical result of Kirkman [15] . See [3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 14, 12, 18, 21, 23, 24] for some representative works in this area.
For a graph G and a fixed integer k ≥ 3, let ν k (G) denote the maximum number of pairwise edge-disjoint copies of K k in G. If G is sufficiently sparse, then we might have ν k (G) = 0. In fact, Turán's Theorem states that ν k (G) = 0 only if e(G) ≤ t(n, k − 1). Here t(n, r) denotes the number of edges of the graph T (n, r) which is the complete r-partite graph with n vertices and either ⌈n/r⌉ or ⌊n/r⌋ vertices in each partite class. As the minimum degree of T (n, r) is at most n(1 − 1/r), a graph G with minimum degree cn might have ν k (G) = 0 when c ≤ 1 − 1/(k − 1). On the other hand, the simple greedy algorithm shows that ν k (G) = Θ(n 2 ) for any constant c > 1 − 1/(k − 1). In fact, by Wilson's Theorem [23] , K n has a set of
edge-disjoint copies of K k as long as n is sufficiently large and satisfies some necessary divisibility conditions. Hence, when c → 1, graphs with minimum degree at least cn have ν k (G) close to
. It is therefore of interest to determine ν k (G) as a function of the minimum degree of G.
More formally, for a real constant c and an integer k ≥ 3, let η(k, c) be the infimum over all constants γ such that any graph G with n vertices and minimum degree at least cn has ν k (G) ≥ γn 2 (1 − o n (1)). By the discussion in the previous paragraph, Turán ' A longstanding conjecture of Nash-Williams [18] states that η(3, c) = c/6 for all c ≥ 3/4. In fact, the conjecture of Nash-Williams is sharper in the sense that if, in addition, some divisibility conditions hold (the degree of each vertex is even and the overall number of edges is a multiple of 3), then a graph with minimum degree at least 3n/4 has a triangle decomposition. Gustavsson, in his Ph.D. Thesis [7] proved that η(3, c) = c/6 for c ≥ 1−10 −24 . A special case of a recent breakthrough paper of Keevash [13] gives an alternative proof to Gustavsson's result. The results of Gustavsson and Keevash, just like the conjecture of Nash-Williams, are decomposition results. The value of c for which η(3, c) = c/6 was improved by the author in [24] to c ≥ 1 − 1/10 5 and recently by Dukes [2] to c ≥ 1 − 1/162. The conjecture of Nash Williams is sharp in the sense that it cannot be improved. A simple interpolation argument provides a construction showing that η(3, c) ≤ c/2 − 1/4 for 1/2 ≤ c ≤ 3/4. We state this upper bound as the conjectured value for η (3, c) . As shown in Gustavsson's thesis, it is not difficult to generalize the construction of Nash Williams, and his conjecture, to larger values of k. The analogous conjecture in this case is that η(k, c) = c/(k 2 −k) for all c ≥ 1−1/(k+1). An interpolation argument, given in Section 7, provides a construction showing that
. We state this upper bound as the conjectured value for η(k, c).
Our main results are lower bounds for η(k, c) in general and η(k, 3) in particular. As far as we know, these are the first nontrivial lower bounds that apply to the entire spectrum of c. Our first main result is a general lower bound for η(k, c). Theorem 1.3. Let k ≥ 3 be an integer and let c be a real satisfying 1−1/(k−1) < c < 1. Then
Observe first that if c > 1 − 1/(k − 1), then Theorem 1.3 asserts that η(k, c) > 0 and if c → 1, then Theorem 1.3 asserts that η(k, c) → 1/(k 2 − k), which is consistent with the discussion above. The following corollary is a restatement of Theorem 1.3 for the cases k = 3 and k = 4, given for reference. Corollary 1.4.
Let us compare (1.1) to some other lower bounds that can be derived from existing results. A classical result of Goodman [6] on the triangle densities of graphs, states that a graph with c ( n
From this fact, together with the fact that K n has n(n − 1)/6 − o(n) edge-disjoint triangles, one easily obtains that a graph with c ( n 2 ) edges has c(2c − 1)n 2 /6 − o(n 2 ) edge-disjoint triangles. Thus, the easy lower bound η(3, c) ≥ c 2 /3 − c/6 follows immediately. Observe that the latter bound only relies on the fact that the edge density of the graph is c and does not use the assumption that the minimum degree is cn. If we do use the minimum degree condition, together with an observation that one can assume that any edge is contained in at most cn triangles (see more details on the latter assumption in Section 3) and together with the fact that, in dense graphs, a maximum fractional triangle packing has asymptotically the same value as a maximum integral one (see details on this fact in Section 2), then Goodman's result implies that η(3, c) ≥ c/3 − 1/6. However, observe that the lower bound (1.1) is always better than c/3 − 1/6 for 1 > c > 1/2. It is important to note that Goodman's result on the density of triangles is optimal for values of c of the form 1 − 1/t where t ≥ 2 is an integer, but is not optimal for other values of c. The optimal bound was recently obtained in a breakthrough paper of Razborov [20] . If we use Razborov's bound instead of A generalization of Goodman's result for arbitrary k ≥ 3 was obtained by Lovász and Simonovits [16] (see also [17] ). Nikiforov [19] generalized Razborov's result to k = 4. Their bound can be used to prove a lower bound for η(k, c) using a similar reasoning as for triangles. Again, the obtained bound using this approach is always smaller than the one given in Theorem 1.3. For example, if k = 4, then there are always c(2c
This can be used to give the bound η(4, c) ≥ c(2c − 1)(3c − 2)/12. However, observe that the lower bound (1.2) is always better than c(2c − 1)(3c − 2)/12 for 1 > c > 2/3. Theorem 1.3 is a general lower bound for all k and c. However, for the case k = 3, it is possible to obtain a non-negligible improvement using a more detailed analysis. This is our second main result. Theorem 1.5. Let c be a constant satisfying 1/2 < c < 1. Then
Observe that if c > 1/2, then Theorem 1.3 asserts that η(3, c) > 0 and if c → 1, then Theorem 1.3 asserts that η(3, c) → 1/6, which is consistent with the discussion above. As shown in Section 6, the bound (1.3) is always better than the bound (1.1) for 1 > c > 1/2. One should therefore compare (1.3) with Conjecture 1.1 (recall that the conjectured bound is also an upper bound). As shown in Section 6, the ratio between the lower bound (1.3) and the conjectured bound is never smaller than (20 − √ 238)/6 > 0.762 for any 1 > c > 1/2. To prove our main results, we first reduce the problem of computing η(k, c) to the problem of computing its fractional relaxation. The fact that such reductions carry asymptotically no loss is an important result of Haxell and Rödl [11] . We then consider a particular fractional assignment that we call the natural fractional packing. We prove that the natural fractional packing always attains the values claimed in Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5. Proving this requires some detailed combinatorial and analytical considerations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the reduction from integral to fractional packings and define the notion of a natural fractional packing. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1.3 for the case of triangles. The general case of Theorem 1.3, which contains significantly more notation but otherwise uses the same ideas as given in Section 3 is proved in Section 4. The proof of the improved bound for η (3, 
Preliminaries. Let
, is the maximum value of |ϕ| ranging over all fractional H-packings ϕ. An H-packing of G is a set of pairwise edge-disjoint copies of H in G. Let ν H (G) denote the maximum size of an H-packing of G. In the
, as an H-packing is a special case of a fractional Hpacking. An important result of Haxell and Rödl [11] (see also [25] ), which relies on Szemerédi's regularity lemma [22] , shows that the converse is also asymptotically true, up to an additive error term which is negligible for sufficiently dense graphs.
Lemma 2.1. For every ϵ > 0 and every graph H there exists
For a real constant c and an integer k ≥ 3, let η * (k, c) be the infimum over all constants γ such that any graph G with n vertices and minimum degree at least cn
The following is an immediate corollary of Lemma 2.1.
For an edge e ∈ E(G) let f H (e) denote the number of elements of ( G H ) that contain e. We sometimes omit the subscript H if it can be determined from context. Let ψ = ψ H (G) be the fractional H-packing of G defined by
.
In other words, for each
, we look at all the edges of X, take the edge that appears in the largest amount of elements of
, and assign to X the value which is reciprocal to this amount. We call ψ the natural fractional H-packing of G. Observe that ψ is indeed a valid fractional H-packing of G as for each edge, the sum of the weights of the copies of H containing it is at most f H (e) · (1/f H (e)) = 1.
It may be that |ψ
contains 7 triangles. Each triangle contains at least one edge that appears in three triangles, so each triangle receives the weight 1/3 in the natural fractional triangle packing of K − 5 . The value of ψ is therefore 7/3. On the other hand, it is easy to verify that ν *
The proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 are based on lower-bounding the value of the natural fractional K k -packing of a graph with minimum degree cn, thereby establishing a lower bound for η * (k, c). By Corollary 2.2, this also establishes a lower bound for η(k, c).
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 for triangles. Let 1 > c > 1/2 be fixed. Let G be a graph with n vertices and minimum degree δ(G) ≥ cn. By Corollary 2.2, it suffices to prove that ψ, the natural fractional triangle packing of G, satisfies
We may assume that for any edge
as otherwise we may remove (u, v) and prove the theorem for the resulting subgraph, which still has the same minimum degree. Let m denote the number of edges of G and observe that m ≥ cn 2 /2. Recall that for an edge e ∈ E(G), f (e) = f K3 (e) denotes the number of triangles containing e. Hence, by our assumption that any edge is incident with a vertex of degree δ(G) and by the fact that the number of common neighbors of any two vertices is at least 2δ(G) − n, we have
Let T (G) denote the set of triangles of G and let α = |T (G)|/n 3 . For a triangle T ∈ T (G), we have that
Consider first the case where
Observe that indeed α > 0 since c > 1/2. In this case we easily have
Consider from here onwards the case that 0
. Order E(G) as a sequence e 1 , . . . , e m where f (e i ) ≥ f (e i+1 ) for i = 1, . . . , m − 1. Now consider the non-decreasing sequence B = {b 1 , b 2 , . . .} of 3αn 3 = 3|T (G)| rationals, consisting of m blocks, where the first f (e 1 ) elements of B are 1/f (e 1 ) (this is the first block), the next f (e 2 ) elements are 1/f (e 2 ) (the second block), and so on, where the final block consists of f (e m ) elements which are 1/f (e m ). The sum of the elements of B is, therefore, m, since the sum of each block is 1. Observe that any element of the sequence B can be mapped to a triangle T ∈ T (G). Indeed, the f (e j ) elements of B in block j are bijectively mapped to the f (e j ) triangles containing e j . Denote this mapping by M : B → T (G). Also notice that for each T ∈ T (G) there are precisely three elements of B that are mapped to T , one for each edge of T . The first of these three elements in the sequence B is called the leading element with respect to T . Suppose that E(T ) = {e i , e j , e k } and that f (e i ) ≥ f (e j ) ≥ f (e k ). The leading element with respect to T has value 1/f (e i ) = ψ(T ).
Let B ′ be the subsequence of B consisting of the leading elements, one for each T ∈ T (G). By definition of ψ, and since each element of B ′ corresponds to the weight given by ψ to a triangle, we have that the sum of the elements of B ′ is precisely |ψ|. But B ′ is some subsequence of |T (G)| elements of the nondecreasing sequence B, so in particular, its sum is at least the sum of the first |T (G)| = αn 3 elements of B.
Summarizing, we have that B is a nondecreasing sequence of 3αn 3 rationals, whose sum is m where m ≥ cn 2 /2. Each element in the sequence is at least 1/(cn) and at most 1/((2c − 1)n), and we wish to lower bound the minimum possible sum of the first αn 3 elements of this sequence. Let therefore S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . .} be any nondecreasing sequence of 3αn 3 rationals, whose sum is m, and whose elements are between 1/(cn) and 1/((2c − 1)n) and for which the sum of the first αn 3 elements is minimized. We may assume that all the first αn 3 elements of S are equal, as otherwise we can just replace each of them with their average. So, we may assume that the first αn 3 elements of S are all equal to some value 1/(xn), and that the average value of the remaining 2αn 3 elements of S is some value 1/(yn), and recall that we have 1/(yn) ≤ 1/((2c − 1)n). It follows that
Using m ≥ cn 2 /2 and y ≥ 2c − 1 we obtain from the last equation that
Hence,
By the minimality of S we have that
4. Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof of Theorem 1.3 can be generalized to other fixed complete graphs K k by lower-bounding the natural fractional K k -packing. We outline the differences between the proof for K 3 given in the previous section and its more general form given here.
The first modification is equation (3.1) which gives upper and lower bounds for f (e). Now f (e) is the number of K k that contain e. Clearly, f (e) is at most the number of copies of K k−2 in the common neighborhood of u and v where e = (u, v). An upper bound for f (e) follows from the fact that at least one of the endpoints has degree δ(G) ≤ cn. So, there could be at most
there are at least (4c − 3)n common neighbors of u, v, x 1 , x 2 . Continuing in this way for k − 2 times, and noticing that each K k is counted at most (k − 2)! times in this way, we obtain that
In this case we get the trivial bound
For α which is at most the r.h.s. of (4.2), we construct the rational sequence B as in the proof of the previous section. Now B has 
and we wish to lower bound the minimum possible sum of the first αn k elements of this sequence. Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . .} be any nondecreasing sequence of ( k 2 ) αn k rationals, whose sum is m, whose elements are between the two stated bounds, and for which the sum of the first αn k elements is minimized. As in the previous section, we may assume that all the first αn k elements of S are equal. So, we may assume that the first αn k elements of S are all equal to some value 1/(xn k−2 ), and that the average value of the remaining (
, and recall that we
. It follows that
we obtain from the last equation that
Plugging in the r.h.s. of (4.2) which is an upper bound on α, we obtain
as required.
Improved lower bound for η(3, c).
In this section we prove Theorem 1.5. Let 1 > c > 1/2 be fixed. Let G be a graph with n vertices and minimum degree δ(G) ≥ cn. By Corollary 2.2, it suffices to prove that ψ, the natural fractional triangle packing of G, satisfies
As shown in Section 3, we may assume that for any edge (u, 
. .} of 3αn
3 rationals consisting of m blocks where block j has f (e j ) elements that are all equal to 1/f (e j ).
The mapping M : B → T (G) which bijectively maps the block of B corre-
sponding to e j to the f (e j ) triangles containing e j .
The notion of a leading element with respect to T ∈ T (G). 7. The subsequence B ′ consisting of the leading elements, one for each T ∈ T (G). Recall that the sum of the elements of B
′ is precisely |ψ|. Let β and r be parameters satisfying 
. Recall that our goal is to lower bound the sum of the elements of B ′ . As B is non-decreasing, if we replace B ′ with the subsequence B ′′ (of the same cardinality αn 3 ) consisting of the first (α − r)n 3 elements of B and the first rn 3 elements of B F then the sum of the elements of B ′′ is at most the sum of the elements of B ′ (up to the negligible error term o(n 2 )). Let, therefore, S(n, c, α, β) denote the set of all non-decreasing sequences with the following properties for each S ∈ S:
1. S contains 3αn 3 rational elements, partitioned into m blocks, where
The overall sum of the sequence S is m. 3. Each element is between 1/(cn) and 1/((2c − 1)n). 4. The sum of the elements in the last βn 2 blocks is βn 2 . 
Each S is occupied with a sub-sequence S

V al(S) .
Observe that if S ∈ S satisfies V al(S) = V al(n, c, α, β), then as shown in Section 3, we may assume that the first (α−r)n 3 elements of S (which are also the first elements of S ′′ ) are all equal to some value x/n where x ≥ 1/c. Likewise, the remaining rn 3 elements of S ′′ are all equal to some value z/n where 1/(2c−1) ≥ z ≥ x. The elements of S starting with the element at location (α − r)n 3 and ending at the last element of block m − βn 2 have values which are at least x/n and at most z/n. Denote the number of such elements by tn 3 . The remaining (2α − t)n 3 elements (which are also the last elements of S) have values which are at least z/n and at most 1/((2c − 1)n).
With this notation we have that V al(n, c, α, β) is of the form
but we must still compute x and z which minimize the r.h.s. of the last equation, subject to their constraints.
Lemma 5.2. The solution to program P (c, α, β) of Figure 1 is a lower bound for V al(n, c, α, β)/n
2 .
P (c, α, β)
:
Fig. 1. The program P (c, α, β) whose solution is a lower bound for V al(c, α, β).
Proof. Let S be as in the previous paragraph, namely V al(n, c, α, β) = V al(S) = n 2 ((α − r)x + rz). The target value of P (c, α, β) then follows from the fact that V al(n, c, α, β)/n 2 is of the form (α − r)x + rz. Constraint (2) is also obvious from the constraints for x and z stated in the paragraph preceding the lemma. To see the Constraint (1) we observe the following. Notice first that we must have
Indeed, the sum of the elements of S in the first m − βn 2 blocks is precisely m − βn 2 . On the other hand by the discussion in the paragraph before the lemma, it is at least n 3 (α − r)(x/n) + (tn 3 )(z/n). Dividing by n 2 and using m ≥ cn 2 /2, (5.2) follows. Notice next that we must have
Indeed, the sum of the elements of S in the last βn 2 blocks is precisely βn 2 . On the other hand by the discussion in the paragraph before the lemma, it is at least p(c, α, β) .
Proof. Let G be any n-vertex graph with minimum degree cn and with αn In order to lower bound p(c, α) it would be simpler to compute p(c, α, β) at the particular point β = 2α/(2c−1). The reason for choosing this particular value of β will be made apparent later. However, we must make sure that choosing β = 2α/(2c − 1) does not violate (5.1). For this to hold, α must therefore satisfy
This is equivalent to requiring
Thus, by the definition of p(c, α) as a maximum over all plausible β of p(c, α, β), we obtain that p(c, α) ≥ p(c, α, 2α/(2c − 1)) whenever α satisfies (5.4). For notational convenience, define
Thus, we can restate Corollary 5.3 as
The reason for using q(c, α) instead of p(c, α) becomes apparent by the fact that the program P (c, α, β) is significantly simplified by plugging in β = 2α/(2c − 1). The following is an immediate corollary of Lemma 5.2. Fig. 2. The program Q(c, α) whose solution is q(c, α) .
Q(c, α) :
and r = ( 
So, we now specify a valid range of α where Q(c, α) has a feasible solution, and where we can analytically compute this solution, and we are guaranteed that in this range, q(c, α) dominates the three terms in the max expression of (5.5).
We define two points g(c) and h(c) (where g(c) < h(c)) as follows. The point h(c) is
the smallest point for which we can take x = z = 1/c as a feasible (and hence optimal) solution. For this to hold, constraint (1) must satisfy
Solving the last inequality for α (and recall that r = (
In particular, at the point α = h(c) (and above it) we have that q(c, α) coincides with α/c. The point g(c) is the largest point for which we can take x = 1/c and still have a feasible solution. For this to hold, constraint (1) must satisfy
Solving the last inequality for α we get that (5.7)
g(c) = 1 32
Since we have shown that q(c, a) dominates the two other terms in the max expression of (5.5) in the range [g(c), h(c)] we have, in particular, that 
) . Proposition 7.1. 
By taking second derivative (recall that
. Start with the Turán graph T (n, k − 1) which has no copy of K k . We may assume than k − 1 divides n and that cn is an integer, by the asymptotic nature of the definition of η(k, c). Let H be any graph that has n/(k − 1) vertices and is regular of degree (c + 
Observe that the proof of Proposition 7.1 actually also gives the same upper bound for η * (k, c).
Interestingly, the following proposition shows that in order to prove Conjecture 1.2, it suffices to prove it for η(k,
. Let G be a graph with minimum degree cn. We may assume that n is divisible by k, by the asymptotic nature of the definition of η(k, c). By a theorem of Hajnal and Szemerédi [10] , any graph with minimum degree at least n(1 − 1/k) contains a K k -factor (assuming n is divisible by k), namely n/k vertex-disjoint copies of K k . We may therefore greedily remove from G a set of r pairwise edge-disjoint K k -factors, as long as cn − (k − 1)r ≥ n(1 − 1/k). In fact, we will only use
After deleting r edge-disjoint K k -factors, we obtain a graph G ′ with minimum degree
We remain with the case 1
. Let G be a graph with minimum degree cn. We first need to establish the following claim: in order to increase the minimum degree of the graph by 1 (and remain with a simple graph), it suffices to add at most n/2 + o(n) edges. We prove this claim in the next paragraph. Simplifying the last expression we obtain
The maximum degree of e(G c [A]) is not larger than the maximum degree of G c which is at most (1 − c) Having proved our claim, we see that given a graph G with minimum degree cn, we can add to it at most (1 − 1/(k + 1) − c)n · (n/2 + o(n)) edges and obtain a graph G ′ with minimum degree at least (1 − 1/(k + 1))n. By our assumption that η(k, 1− 
edge-disjoint copies of K k . Hence, η(k, c) ≥
2k−2 , as required. 8. Concluding remarks. The proofs of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5 are algorithmic. Moreover, given a graph with minimum degree at least cn, one can find a K k -packing of size at least η(k, c)n 2 (1 − o n (1)) in polynomial time. This follows directly from the fact that Lemma 2.1 (the theorem of Haxell and Rödl [11] ) is algorithmic, as they show that the optimal fractional packing (found via linear programming) can be converted to an integral one with only a negligible additive loss, in polynomial time.
Although our main results consider packings with complete graphs, they have a natural extension to arbitrary fixed graphs H. Let η(H, c) be the infimum over all constants γ such that any graph G of order n and minimum degree at least cn has ν H (G) ≥ γn 2 (1 − o n (1)). As proved in [26] , if χ(H) = k and |E(H)| = r, then 
/r, and obtain a lower bound for η(H, c). Likewise, the lower bound in Theorem 1.5, multiplied by 3/r, serves as a lower bound for η(H, c) where H is a 3-chromatic graph.
